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Full Story About What’s Going on In Oregon – “Militia” Take Over Malheur National Wildlife
Refuge In Protest to Hammond Family Persecution…
Posted on January 3, 2016 by sundance

Grab a Cup of Coffee – Because This is Soup-to-Nuts.

Many people will awaken today to the news of approximately 100 to 150 armed militia taking
control of a closed Wildlife Park Headquarters, and not know the full back-story – so here it is:

The short summary is:  in an effort to draw attention to a ridiculous arrest of a father and son pair of Oregon
Ranchers (“Dwight Lincoln Hammond, Jr., 73, and his son, Steven Dwight Hammond, 46,) who are scheduled
to begin five year prison sentences (turning themselves in tomorrow January 4th 2016), three brothers from the
Cliven Bundy family and approximately 100/150 (and growing) armed militia (former U.S. service members)
have taken control of Malheur Wildlife Refuge Headquarters in the wildlife reserve.  They are prepared to stay
there indefinitely.

Here’s the long version: including history, details, links, video(s) and explanations:
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Hammond Family

HISTORY: (aa) The Harney Basin (where the Hammond ranch is established) was settled in the 1870’s. The
valley was settled by multiple ranchers and was known to have run over 300,000 head of cattle. These ranchers
developed a state of the art irrigated system to water the meadows, and it soon became a favorite stopping place
for migrating birds on their annual trek north.

(ab) In 1908 President Theodor Roosevelt, in a political scheme, create an “Indian reservation” around the
Malheur, Mud & Harney Lakes and declared it “as a preserve and breeding ground for native birds”. Later this
“Indian reservation” (without Indians) became the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge.

(a) In 1964 the Hammonds’ purchased their ranch in the Harney Basin. The purchase included approximately
6000 acres of private property, 4 grazing rights on public land, a small ranch house and 3 water rights. The
ranch is around 53 miles South of Burns, Oregon.

(a1) By the 1970’s nearly all the ranches adjacent to the Blitzen Valley were purchased by the US Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS) and added to the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge. The refuge covers over 187,000
acres, stretches over 45 miles long and 37 miles wide. The expansion of the refuge grew and surrounds to the
Hammond’s ranch. Approached many times by the FWS, the Hammonds refused to sell. Other ranchers also
choose not to sell.

(a2) During the 1970’s the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), in conjunction with the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), took a different approach to get the ranchers to sell. Ranchers were told: “grazing was
detrimental to wildlife and must be reduced”; 32 out of 53 permits were revoked and many ranchers were forced
to leave. Grazing fees were raised significantly for those who were allowed to remain. Refuge personnel took
over the irrigation system claiming it as their own.
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(a3) By 1980 a conflict was well on its way over water allocations on the adjacent privately owned Silvies Plain.
The FWS wanted to acquire the ranch lands on the Silvies Plain to add to their already vast holdings. Refuge
personnel intentionally diverted the water bypassing the vast meadow lands, directing the water into the rising
Malheur Lakes. Within a few short years the surface area of the lakes doubled. Thirty-one ranches on the Silvies
plains were flooded. Homes, corrals, barns and graze-land were washed a way and destroyed. The ranchers who
once fought to keep the FWS from taking their land, now broke and destroyed, begged the FWS to acquire their
useless ranches. In 1989 the waters began to recede; now the once thriving privately owned Silvies plains are a
proud part of the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge claimed by the FWS.

(a4) By the 1990’s the Hammonds were one of the very few ranchers who still owned private property adjacent
to the refuge. Susie Hammond in an effort to make sense of what was going on began compiling facts about the
refuge. In a hidden public record she found a study done by the FWS in 1975. The study showed the “no use”
policies of the FWS on the refuge were causing the wildlife to leave the refuge and move to private property. The
study showed the private property adjacent to the Malheur Wildlife Refuge produced four times more ducks and
geese than the refuge.  The study also showed the migrating birds were 13 times more likely to land on private
property than on the refuge. When Susie brought this to the attention of the FWS and refuge personnel, her and
her family became the subjects of a long train of abuses and corruptions.

(b) In the early 1990’s the Hammonds filed on a livestock water source and obtained a deed for the water right
from the State of Oregon. When the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and US Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) found out the Hammonds obtained new water rights near the Malhuer Wildlife Refuge, they were
agitated and became belligerent and vindictive toward the Hammonds. The US Fish and Wildlife Service
challenged the Hammonds right to the water in an Oregon State Circuit Court. The court found the Hammonds
legally obtained rights to the water in accordance to State law and therefore the use of the water belongs to the
Hammonds.*

(c) In August 1994 the BLM & FWS illegally began building a fence around the Hammonds water source.
Owning the water rights, and knowing that their cattle relied on that water source daily, the Hammonds tried to
stop the building of the fence. The BLM & FWS called the Harney County Sheriff department and had Dwight
Hammond (Father) arrested and charged with “disturbing and interfering with” federal officials or federal
contractors (two counts, each a felony).  Dwight spent one night in the Deschutes County Jail in Bend, and a
second night behind bars in Portland. He was then hauled before a federal magistrate and released without bail.
A hearing on the charges was postponed and the federal judge never set another date.

(d) The FWS also began restricting access to upper pieces of the Hammond’s private property. In order to get to
the upper part of the Hammond’s ranch they had to go on a road that went through the Malhuer Wildlife
Refuge. The FWS began barricading the road and threatening the Hammonds if they drove through it. The
Hammonds removed the barricades and gates and continued to use their right of access. The road was proven
later to be owned by the County of Harney. This further enraged the BLM & FWS.

(e) Shortly after the road & water disputes, the BLM & FWS arbitrarily revoked the Hammond’s upper grazing
permit without any given cause, court proceeding or court ruling. As a traditional “fence out state” Oregon
requires no obligation on the part of an owner to keep his or her livestock within a fence or to maintain control
over the movement of the livestock. The Hammonds still intended to use their private property for grazing.
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However, they were informed a federal judge ruled, in a federal court, the federal government did not have to
observe the Oregon fence out law. “Those laws are for the people, not for them”.

(f) The Hammonds were forced to either build and maintain miles of fences or be restricted from the use of their
private property. Cutting their ranch in almost half, they could not afford to fence the land, so the cattle were
removed.

(g) The Hammonds experienced many years of financial hardship due to the ranch being diminished. The
Hammonds had to sell their ranch and home in order to purchase another property that had enough grass to
feed their cattle. This property included two grazing rights on public land. Those were also arbitrarily revoked
later.

(h) The owner of the Hammond’s original ranch passed away from a heart attack and the Hammonds made a
trade for the ranch back.

(i) In the early fall of 2001, Steven Hammond (Son) called the fire department, informing them that he was
going to be performing a routine prescribed burn on their ranch. Later that day he started a prescribed fire on
their private property. The fire went onto public land and burned 127 acres of grass. The Hammonds put the fire
out themselves. There was no communication about the burn from the federal government to the Hammonds at
that time. Prescribed fires are a common method that Native Americans and ranchers have used in the area to
increase the health & productivity of the land for many centuries.

(j) In 2006 a massive lightning storm started multiple fires that joined together inflaming the countryside. To
prevent the fire from destroying their winter range and possibly their home, Steven Hammond (Son) started a
backfire on their private property. The backfire was successful in putting out the lightning fires that had covered
thousands of acres within a short period of time. The backfire saved much of the range and vegetation needed to
feed the cattle through the winter. Steven’s mother, Susan Hammond said: “The backfire worked perfectly, it
put out the fire, saved the range and possibly our home”.

(j1) The next day federal agents went to the Harney County Sheriff’s office and filled a police report making
accusation against Dwight and Steven Hammond for starting the backfire. A few days after the backfire a
Range-Con from the Burns District BLM office asked Steven if he would meet him in town (Frenchglen) for
coffee. Steven accepted. When leaving he was arrested by the Harney County Sheriff Dave Glerup and BLM
Ranger Orr. Sheriff Glerup then ordered him to go to the ranch and bring back his father. Both Dwight and
Steven were booked and on multiple Oregon State charges. The Harney County District Attorney reviewed the
accusation, evidence and charges, and determined the accusations against Dwight & Steven Hammond did not
warrant prosecution and dropped all the charges.

(k) In 2011, 5 years after the police report was taken, the U.S. Attorney Office accused Dwight and Steven
Hammond of completely different charges; they accused them of being “Terrorists” under the Federal Anti
terrorism Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996. This act carries a minimum sentence of five years in prison and a
maximum sentence of death. Dwight & Steven’s mug shots were all over the news the next week posing them as
“Arsonists”. Susan Hammond (Wife & Mother) said: “I would walk down the street or go in a store, people I had
known for years would take extreme measures to avoid me”.
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(l) Shortly after the sentencing, Capital Press ran a story about the Hammonds. A person who identified as Greg
Allum posted three comments on the article, calling the ranchers “clowns” who endangered firefighters and
other people in the area while burning valuable range land. Greg Allum, a retired BLM heavy equipment
operator, soon called Capital Press to complain he had not made those comments and requested they be taken
down from the website. Capital Press removed the comments. A search of the Internet Protocol address
associated with the comments revealed the origin as the BLM’s office in Denver, Colorado. Allum said, he is
friends with the Hammonds and he was alerted to the comments by neighbors who knew he wouldn’t have
written them. “I feel bad for them. They lost a lot and they’re going to lose more,” Allum said of the ranchers.
“They’re not terrorists”.  “There’s this hatred in the BLM for them, and I don’t get it,” the retired BLM employee
said. Jody Weil, deputy state director for communications at BLM’s Oregon office, indicated to reporters that if
one of their agents falsified the comments, they would keep it private and not inform the public.

(m) In September 2006, Dwight & Susan Hammond’s home was raided. The agents informed the Hammonds
they were looking for evidence that would connect them to the fires. The Hammonds later found out a boot print
and a tire tracks were found near one of the many fires. No matching boots or tires were found in the
Hammonds home or on their property. Susan Hammond (Wife) later said; ” I have never felt so violated in my
life. We are ranchers not criminals”.  Steven Hammond openly maintains his testimony that he started the
backfire to save the winter grass from being destroyed and the backfire ended up working so well it put out the
fire altogether.

(n) During the trial proceedings, Federal Court Judge Michael Hogan did not allow time for certain testimonies
and evidence into the trail which would exonerate the Hammonds. Federal prosecuting attorney, Frank
Papagni, was given full access for six days. He had ample time to use any evidence or testimony that
strengthened the demonization of the Hammonds. The Hammonds attorney was only allowed 1 day. Many of
the facts about the fires, land and why the Hammonds acted the way they did was not allowed into the
proceedings and was not heard by the jury.  Example: Judge Hogan did not allow time for the jury to hear or
review certified scientific findings the fires improved the health and productivity of the land. Or, that the
Hammonds had been subject to vindictive behavior by multiple federal agencies for years.

(o) Federal attorneys, Frank Papagni, hunted down a witness who was not mentally capable to be credible. 
Dusty Hammond (grandson and nephew) testified that Steven told him to start a fire. He was 13-years-old at the
time, and 24-years-old when he testified (11 years later). At 24 Dusty had been suffering with mental problems
for many years. He had estranged his family including his mother. Judge Hogan noted that Dusty’s memories as
a 13-year-old boy were not clear or credible.  However, Judge Hogan allowed the prosecution to continually use
Dusty’s testimony. When speaking to the Hammonds about this testimony, they understood Dusty was
manipulated and expressed nothing but love for their troubled grandson.

(p) Judge Michael Hogan & Frank Papagni tampered with the jury many times throughout the proceedings,
including during the selection process. Hogan & Papagni only allowed people on the jury who did not
understand the customs and culture of the ranchers or how land is used and cared for in the Diamond Valley.
All of the jurors had to drive back and forth to Pendleton every day. Some drove more than two hours each way.
By day 8 they were exhausted and expressed desires to be home.

On the final day, Judge Hogan kept pushing them to make a verdict. [Several times during deliberation, Judge
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Hogan pushed them to make a decision.]  Judge Hogan also would not allow the jury to hear what punishment
could be imposed upon an individual convicted as a terrorist under the 1996 act. The jury, not understanding
the customs and cultures of the area and influenced by the prosecutors for six straight days, very exhausted,
pushed for a verdict by the judge, unaware of the ramification of convicting someone as a terrorist, gave a
verdict and went home.

(q) June 22, 2012, Dwight and Steven were found guilty of starting both the 2001 and the 2006 fires by the jury.
However, the federal courts convicted them both as “Terrorists” under the 1996 Anti terrorism Act. Judge
Hogan sentenced Dwight (Father) to 3 months in prison and Steven (son) to 12 months in federal prison. Both
were also stipulated to pay $400,000 to the BLM. Judge Hogan overruling the minimum terrorist sentence,
commented if the full five years were required it would be a violation of the 8th amendment (cruel and unusual
punishment). The day of the sentencing Judge Hogan retired as a federal judge. In his honor the staff served
chocolate cake in the courtroom.

(r) On January 4, 2013, Dwight and Steven reported to prison. They fulfilled their sentences, (Dwight 3 months,
Steven 12 months). Dwight was released in March 2013 and Steven, January 2014.

(s) Sometime in June 2014, Rhonda Karges, Field Manager for the BLM, and her husband Chad Karges, Refuge
Manager for the Malheur Wildlife Refuge (which surrounds the Hammond ranch), along with attorney Frank
Papagni exemplified further vindictive behavior by filing an appeal with the 9th District Federal Court seeking
Dwight’s and Steven’s return to federal prison for the entire 5 years.*

(t) In October 2015, the 9th District Court “re-sentenced” Dwight and Steven, requiring them to return to prison
for several more years. Steven (46) has a wife and 3 children. Dwight (74) will leave Susan (74) to be alone after
55 years of marriage. If he survives, he will be 79 when he is released.

(u) During the court preceding the Hammonds were forced to grant the BLM first right of refusal; if the
Hammonds ever sold their ranch they would have to sell it to the BLM.

(v) Dwight and Steven are ordered to report to federal prison again on January 4th, 2016 to begin their re-
sentencing. Both their wives will have to manage the ranch for several years without them.

To date the Hammonds have paid $200,000 to the BLM, and the remainder $200,000 must be paid before the
end of year (2015). If the Hammonds cannot pay the fines to the BLM, they will be forced to sell the ranch to the
BLM or face further prosecution. (more citations here)

http://bundyranch.blogspot.com/2015/11/facts-events-in-hammond-case.html
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Hammond Family

Now you can watch this video where Ammon Bundy responds to why he and his brothers are
involved. (This was recorded two days ago on Jan 1st):
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"Dear Friends:" Ammon Bundy Responds to Stewart Rhodes' State…

After a protest rally supporting the Hammond family yesterday, a pre-planned group, including the Bundy
Brothers, left a peaceful protest at the Harney County Sheriff’s Office and went to the closed (for holiday)
Malheur Wildlife Refuge, where they have seized and occupied the refuge headquarters.

The scene in Burns Saturday morning as protestors gather in 
support of 2 ranchers going to prison. 
11:13 AM - 2 Jan 2016
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Ammon Bundy arrived, handing out rolls of pennies to toss at the 
courthouse in protest. 
12:10 PM - 2 Jan 2016
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Protestors toss pennies at county courthouse in peaceful march in 
Burns. No police in sight. 
1:16 PM - 2 Jan 2016
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Statement from Harney County Sheriff Dave Ward:
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Malheur National Wildlife Refuge Headquarters

“After the peaceful rally was completed today, a group of outside militants drove to the Malheur
Wildlife Refuge, where they seized and occupied the refuge headquarters. A collective effort from
multiple agencies is currently working on a solution. For the time being please stay away from
that area. More information will be provided as it becomes available. Please maintain a peaceful
and united front and allow us to work through this situation.” (link)

The Bundy family vows to occupy the Malheur National Wildlife 
Refuge HQ near Burns for years ORne.ws/1mrhQfj 
7:01 PM - 2 Jan 2016
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Ammon Bundy and others broke off from other militiamen after 
peaceful parade. Among them is Ryan Payne, who helped the 
Bundys in Nevada.
5:10 PM - 2 Jan 2016
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(Via Oregon Live) […] The Bundy family of Nevada joined with hard-
core militiamen Saturday to take over the headquarters of the Malheur
National Wildlife Refuge, vowing to occupy the remote federal outpost
50 miles southeast of Burns for years.

The occupation came shortly after an estimated 300 marchers —
militia and local citizens both — paraded through Burns to protest the
prosecution of two Harney County ranchers, Dwight Hammond Jr. and
Steven Hammond, who are to report to prison on Monday.
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Among the occupiers is Ammon Bundy, son of Nevada rancher Cliven
Bundy, and two of his brothers. Militia members at the refuge claimed they had as many as 100 supporters with
them. The refuge, federal property managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, was closed and unoccupied
for the holiday weekend.

In phone interviews from inside the occupied building Saturday night, Ammon Bundy and his brother, Ryan
Bundy, said they are not looking to hurt anyone. But they would not rule out violence if police tried to remove
them, they said.

“The facility has been the tool to do all the tyranny that has been placed upon the Hammonds,” Ammon Bundy
said.

“We’re planning on staying here for years, absolutely,” he added. “This is not a decision we’ve made at the last
minute.” (more)

Ammon Bundy said in Facebook video they have taken over refuge 
to use as militia base for years. Called patriots from U.S. to come.
5:19 PM - 2 Jan 2016
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Bundy & Co. have picked isolated place to make stand - a refuge 
way out in the desert where it will get -10 or so tonight.
8:22 PM - 2 Jan 2016
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Militia group members occupying the Malheur Wildlife Refuge 
@KTVZ 
8:34 PM - 2 Jan 2016
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Wanda Moore 
@WandaKTVZ

 Follow

Standing for the rights of men & women
Posted by Bundy Ranch
486,344 Views
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Malheur National Wildlife Refuge is located roughly south of the town of Burns, Oregon. The
refuge area is roughly T shaped with the southernmost base at Frenchglen, the left top at

Malheur Lake and the right top at Harney Lake.

Cliven Bundy tells journalist @JohnLGC there may be as many as 
150 militia members involved in the takeover: 
twitter.com/JohnLGC/status…
5:30 PM - 2 Jan 2016

  26  11

2 JanNick Martin 
@nickmartin
Oregonian reporter @LesZaitz is covering the apparent militia 
takeover of a federal wildlife refuge office: twitter.com/LesZaitz/statu…

Nick Martin 
@nickmartin
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#Burns militiaman jon ritzheimer has posted a real weird video, 
seems to be saying goodbye to his family youtube.com/watch?
v=sbGdMK…
6:26 PM - 2 Jan 2016

 YouTube @YouTube

  230  148

John Sepulvado 
@JohnLGC

BREAKING MESSAGE FROM MARINE JON RI…

 Follow

A letter dated January 1st outlines the position of the Bundy brothers, as well as the 150+ in the
Militia as it relates to the Hammond family:

With great concern and love and much consideration from prayer, I come to you Harney County Sheriff of
Oregon David M. Ward, rancher Steven Dwight Hammond, and rancher Dwight Lincoln Hammond, Jr.,

I, Cliven D. Bundy, have been involved for several weeks in the background striving to understand and
comprehend your dilemmas in Harney County, Oregon. I understand the grass that was burned on each
side of the fence was grazing rights that had been created through beneficial use, one side of the fence
being private property and the other side of the fence being private property rights. The fires that were set
were for a good purpose and had good results.

The United States Justice Department has NO jurisdiction or authority within the State of Oregon, County
of Harney over this type of ranch management. These lands are not under U.S. treaties or commerce, they
are not article 4 territories, and Congress does not have unlimited power. These lands have been admitted
into statehood and are part of the great State of Oregon and the citizens of Harney County enjoy the
fullness of the protections of the U.S. Constitution. The U.S. Constitution limits United States government.

It is my suggestion, Steven Hammond, that you go and check yourself into Harney County jail asking for
protective custody. It is my suggestion, Dwight Hammond, that you go and check yourself into Harney
County jail asking for protective custody. It is my suggestion, Harney County Sheriff David Ward, accept
these two ranchers into your jail, notify the United States Solicitor in Washington DC that you have these
two ranchers in Harney County jail, that they will remain there indefinitely under your protective custody
and the protection of We the People of Harney County and We the People of the United States of America.

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?in_reply_to=683474531646701570
https://twitter.com/intent/retweet?tweet_id=683474531646701570
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=683474531646701570
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http://bundyranch.blogspot.com/2016/01/for-immediate-press-release-cliven-d.html
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I suggest an Evidentiary Hearing or a Grand Jury be formed by We the People.

I feel that this action is immediately important, that it should be taken place before 10:00 am Saturday,
January 2, 2016. I will hold these suggestions private until that time then I will release this letter to those
having state and county jurisdiction and to the media.

Cliven D. Bundy (LINK)

Prayers for everyone !
References:

♦ Full Facts On Hammond Case HERE

♦ BEST Local Reporter Twitter Feed HERE

♦ Oregon Live Article HERE

♦ Bundy Ranch Facebook HERE

♦ Bundy Ranch Website HERE

♦ Malhuer National Wildlife Refuge – Resource HERE

Here are some interesting links about US Attorney Amanda Marshall who made the
recommendation to challenge the Hammonds’ original sentences. She resigned in May 2015 for

“health reasons” amid a scandal – she is accused of stalking a subordinate, federal prosecutor Scott Kerin. She is

http://bundyranch.blogspot.com/2016/01/for-immediate-press-release-cliven-d.html
http://bundyranch.blogspot.com/2015/11/facts-events-in-hammond-case.html
https://twitter.com/LesZaitz
http://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwest-news/index.ssf/2016/01/drama_in_burns_ends_with_quiet.html#incart_big-photo
https://www.facebook.com/bundyranch/videos?fref=photo
http://bundyranch.blogspot.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malheur_National_Wildlife_Refuge
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an Obama appointee who had no experience as a federal prosecutor when she took the job (see below*).

1) About Amanda Marshall, from the Oregonian’s list of “players” in the Hammond family case.

http://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwest-news/index.ssf/2016/01/militia_standoff_in_oregon_key.html

“Amanda Marshall: Former U.S. Attorney for Oregon. Marshall recommended that the federal government
challenge the Hammonds’ original prison sentences. By law, the convictions come with mandatory five-year
sentences, but U.S. District Judge Michael Hogan in 2012 balked at the punishment and instead sentenced
Dwight Hammond to three months and Steven Hammond to one year. Marshall called Hogan’s punishments
“unlawful.” The solicitor general authorized a rare appeal of an Oregon judge’s order. The appeals court sided
with the prosecution, and the Hammonds returned to federal court last year to face a second sentencing. At that
hearing, U.S. Chief District Judge Ann Aiken ordered the pair to finish five-year terms.”

Oregon’s top federal prosecutor traveled from commune to the corner office

http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/index.ssf/2012/01/oregons_top_federal_prosecutor.html

2) The Scandal:

Oregon U.S. Attorney Amanda Marshall resigns amid internal review, cites health issues
http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/index.ssf/2015/04/oregon_us_attorney_amanda_mars.html#incart_story_package

Federal Prosecutor Allegedly Stalked By U.S. Attorney Amanda Marshall Was Under Armed Protection – Scott
Kerin reportedly had a contract taken out on his life by a Mexican drug cartel.
http://www.wweek.com/portland/blog-32962-
federal_prosecutor_allegedly_stalked_by_us_attorney_amanda_marshall_was_under_armed_protection.html

U.S. Justice Department looking into U.S. Attorney Amanda Marshall’s relationship with employee
http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/index.ssf/2015/03/us_justice_department_looking.html
“This is a crucial time in the U.S. Attorney’s office in Oregon, which investigates and prosecutes federal crimes.
The office is leading a sweeping influence-peddling investigation of former Gov. John Kitzhaber and his
companion, Cylvia Hayes.
Marshall was the surprise choice to replace interim U.S. Attorney Dwight Holton in 2010. She had no
experience as a federal prosecutor.* Rather, she was plucked from a child advocacy legal job inside the Oregon
Department of Justice. Before that, she served as a deputy district attorney in Coos County.
Kerin is married to a fellow-federal prosecutor in the Portland office. Marshall is married to Ladd Wiles, who
last May was elected Circuit Court judge in Yamhill County.”

NOTE: In the above story, her attorney, Charese Rohny, misleads the Oregonian by saying that the victim Kerin
was the subject of an OIG investigation, which was untrue, as it was Marshall who OIG was investigating.

http://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwest-news/index.ssf/2016/01/militia_standoff_in_oregon_key.html
http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/index.ssf/2012/01/oregons_top_federal_prosecutor.html
http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/index.ssf/2015/04/oregon_us_attorney_amanda_mars.html#incart_story_package
http://www.wweek.com/portland/blog-32962-federal_prosecutor_allegedly_stalked_by_us_attorney_amanda_marshall_was_under_armed_protection.html
http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/index.ssf/2015/03/us_justice_department_looking.html
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Bruce Quarles says:
January 4, 2016 at 9:14 pm

It is sad that we the people have so many apathetic, self serving traitors on our payroll as Governors, state legislators and
sheriffs that allow an agent ( federal government ) to operate unconstitutionally beyond their limited powers. Most of the
people on our payroll at the federal level in leadership positions are traitors, other than little barry who is a enemy
combatant. All of them should be given a very short trial before being executed. Amanda Marshall, former U.S. Attorney and
U.S. Chief District Judge Ann Aiken are prime examples of thugs/traitors at the federal level that should be given each a very
short trial by a citizens court.

Liked by 10 people
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WeeWeed says:
January 4, 2016 at 9:19 pm

Are YOU saying YOU want a cut of other’s labor??? Entitlement attitude much???

Liked by 2 people



John says:
January 4, 2016 at 9:23 pm

God Bless all of you !!! I pray other Americans will come and stand by your side and you can bet your bottom fucking dollar
use be their if I was physically capable !!!!!

Liked by 3 people



Mark Gieseke says:
January 4, 2016 at 9:25 pm

The people of this country have forgotten that
we are a republic. The federal government is out of control and we need to reduce its size
and return the states back into controlling their
own even if it means not accepting the money or bribes the government offers to promote
the governments objectives!
The hammonds are the type of people that made this country great and I applaud all that support them in their battle.

Liked by 9 people



William Dean Ziemer says:
January 4, 2016 at 9:32 pm

I just can’t finish reading… I can’t! I stopped after the two were first arrested and smeared as “Arsonists”… I’m so ready to go
against this government that has become so arrogant and Orwellian… I grew up in Prineville Oregon and then later in
Portland… I now live in Guatemala but if it were possible for me now, I would join this group for sure… Oregon is just a good
a place as any to bring the war to a boil that’s been brewing for some time now.

Liked by 7 people



William Dean Ziemer says:
January 4, 2016 at 9:41 pm

At some point… and if we don’t make major changes in government soon, it is already knocking at the door… “We
The People” are going to have to exercise what I believe was the main reason for the 2nd amendment, we’re going to
have to kill some feds for the sake of our children’s future. Not pretty, hard to believe…but true none the less.

Liked by 4 people

Mike Travis says:
January 4, 2016 at 9:34 pm

This case proves that the government is utterly and completely corrupt, with no sense of decency or respect for laws or for We
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the People. It is time to utilize the authority we have as the superior power over the government to arrest and execute the
traitors in government whether bureaucrat or elected.

Liked by 7 people



dave atchison says:
January 4, 2016 at 9:39 pm

http://audubonportland.org/news/audubon-society-of-portland-statement-on-the-occupation-of-malheur-national-wildlife-
refuge

Liked by 1 person



Gordon says:
January 4, 2016 at 10:31 pm

To dave atchison:

re: Audubon society

“Malheur National Wildlife Refuge was established in 1908 by President Theodore Roosevelt ..”

Established on land granted to Paiute Indians for a reservation in 1872 then revoked in 1878,

“…the conviction of two local ranchers in a case involving arson and poaching on public lands. ”

The ranchers were not convicted of poaching, they were accused of arson, years after the incident because they set a
back fire to protect their ranch and home. The back fire is believed to have crossed into government land and burned
one acre:
http://www.thefencepost.com/news/18847695-113/two-members-of-oregons-hammond-family-to-serve

Liked by 5 people



godnever4gotme says:
January 4, 2016 at 9:39 pm

I’m so sorry to all the ranch owners. I’m thankful for the above article explaining, in- depth the very troublesome situation.
There’s one thing that’s true- when people come together in large numbers, change can result. This time around- the world
knows the truth, we’re supportive here on the East Coast, at the very least in prayer. Americans were raised with a sense of a
fighting spirit, unfortunately it’s against our own government. I do hope if the Feds barge in to try & alleviate the problems,
body cameras are worn with constant/ consistent video. May everyone stay safe… Amen.

Liked by 3 people

Eric N says:
January 4, 2016 at 9:46 pm

While I agree with their protest to some extent based on the history, I still think it could be done without the “militia” and
violent threats. When you pick up a weapon you’re much easier to hate and you get articles about right-wing gun-nuts angry
about the justice system and federal laws, and a whole bunch of people that will only see a bunch of terrorists/villains getting
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killed if it goes south. So they would probably get more listening ears and support if they put down the guns.

Also, it is not unusual or wrong for a judge to disallow certain testimonies and for lawyers to remove jurors who would be
partial to either side. In this case the question was probably, “Did they set public lands on fire”. Regardless of the local history
and regardless of whether or not the fire actually saved land it is useless for logically answering the question and can sway
jurors from making a rational decision that answers the question at hand. This kind of “pruning” actually makes the system
more just as whole because it prevents lawyers from swaying jurors away from the law at stake. Since everyone agrees they
intentionally lit fires that set federal land ablaze and the punishment is a minimum 5 years, the justice system, in context, did
its job fairly. The ethics of the minimum sentence law itself can be challenged, and they should challenge it if they feel it’s
that terrible.

Another issue I have is with the debate about whether or not the fish and wildlife administration helped the land or not.
Ranch lands may promote the population of certain animals, but that isn’t necessarily always a good thing since it can
radically shift ecosystems (i.e. too many wolves reduce deer populations, which can effect plant populations and all sorts of
things) and a lot of people want to take efforts to preserve our natural ecosystems. But, if some of the actions in this article
are indeed true, then I can’t agree with how the local government handled land acquisition.

Part of the reason I write comments is because I’m trying to figure things out. I welcome thoughts, disagreements, and
corrections.

Liked by 4 people



Bob Harken says:
January 4, 2016 at 9:48 pm

Time for citizens to join together and support the Hammond family. Just another example of our government out of control.

Liked by 6 people



Steve Gatlin says:
January 4, 2016 at 9:52 pm

Government officials gone haywire, thus, fueling the distrust and hatred of our government, i hope and pray that all of the
facts will be brought out and justice be served

Liked by 3 people



Nick veenhuis says:
January 4, 2016 at 10:04 pm

This makes me sick!! The government can’t do as they please and take what they want by any means and face no
repercussions!!! The people of the united states have more power than our government,we need to stand together to stop
these things from happening!! The government works for us let’s make them realize that without us they do not exist.

Liked by 7 people

Chris Luhrs says:
January 4, 2016 at 10:12 pm
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Reeks of “Double Indemnity” isn’t that a violation of the constitution. If the Hammonds have served their court ordered
prison terms, to send them back to serve additional terms, that’s double indemnity as described in the constitution under the
Bill of Rights.

Liked by 4 people



fred m garcia Garcia says:
January 4, 2016 at 10:32 pm

To the Hammond familiy, our prayers,and our love. To
all those involved in this horrible act of treason from the federal government towards people of this country you will be
Judged by god.

Liked by 1 person



Danny Damons says:
January 4, 2016 at 10:35 pm

No one should be surprised that main stream media reports bullshit. They are big business and plenty of money and
incentive is made to report half truths. Support these folks in their time of need and let’s hope this does not end up like Ruby
Ridge. Whether you are black, white, left, or right…its about human beings on this planet standing up to the big govnerment
that continues to forget it is a representative to ALL people, not our master.

Liked by 3 people



wild bill says:
January 4, 2016 at 10:48 pm

If the federal government doesn’t stop their ridiculous abuse of the American people, it will be surprised at what the average
American like myself is willing to do to support fellow Americans like the Bundys and the Hammonds. We are being pushed
to our limits already by the constitution hating liberal left and the money grubbing right. There is only so much abuse an
American should have to take. How easy they seem to forget that we are the most well armed citizenry on earth. The
Founding Fathers would be appalled at the abuses we have allowed the federal government to force onto us. I hope the
Hammonds don’t spend another day in prison and those petty idiots responsible for this nonsense do the time in federal
prison instead.

Liked by 6 people
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